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Origin of Outbursts in YSOs 

Highly debated (see PPVI 
review Audard+2014):  
¨  Internal triggers :  

¤  disk instabilities  
¤  Stellar magnetic cycles 

¨  External triggers :  
¤  Pile-up from infalling 

envelope (Vorobyov+) 
¤ Close stellar encounters 

(Bonnell & Bastien 92): 
Many 10-100 au systems in 
young stars (Goodwin’s talk) 
and  FU Ors (Reipurth, 
Green+2016) 
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Fig. 2.— Comparison light curves for the FUor V1057 Cyg, the
intermediate case V1647 Ori, the new sources HBC 722 and VSX
J2025126.1+440523 (also known as PTF 10nvg or V2492 Cyg),
and the classical EXor EXLup, showing the continuum of outburst
durations. Adapted from Kóspál et al., (2011a).

2010). The luminosity of V2494 Cyg (=HH 381 IRS) is
difficult to constrain (14 − 45 L⊙) in light of the uncer-
tainty in its distance (Magakian et al., 2013). The recently
discovered V1647 Ori also showed moderate luminosity at
peak (about 20− 40L⊙; Andrews et al., 2004;Muzerolle et
al., 2005; Aspin, 2011b), although it may more closely re-
semble an EXor than a FUor. Some new sources are young
(typically Class I) and deeply embedded, hidden behind
thick envelopes (e.g., OO Ser: Kóspál et al., 2007; V900
Mon: Reipurth at al., 2012). Others have no detectable en-
velopes, suggesting a relatively evolved state (e.g., V733
Cep: Reipurth et al., 2007a; HBC 722: Green et al., 2011,
2013c;Dunham et al., 2012), despite sometimes displaying
heavy extinction due to surrounding clouds.
Even more interestingly, time scales for outbursts were

found in between those of classical EXors and FUors
(Fig. 2). OO Ser was in outburst for about 8 yrs (Hodapp
et al., 1996, 2012). Together with its moderate luminosity,
it bears resemblance to V1647 Ori, which has been twice
in outburst since 2004 (see Sect. 2.9.3). HBC 722 also dis-
played quite peculiar behavior: it started fading after peak
brightness with a rate much faster than typical for FUors,
but the fading stopped, and the object started brightening
again, with no clear signs that its outburst will end any
time soon (Semkov et al., 2012; Fig. 2). These discoveries
demonstrate that eruptive phenomena span a considerable
range in evolutionary state, envelope mass, stellar mass,
time behavior, and accretion rates.

2.8. Re-arrangements in the Circumstellar Matter

Several unusual eruptive stars were recently identified:
sources where the brightening may be due to the combina-
tion of two effects (Hillenbrand et al., 2013). One effect
is an intrinsic brightening related to enhanced accretion, as
in all eruptive stars (e.g., Sicilia-Aguilar et al., 2008). The
other effect is a dust-clearing event that reduces the extinc-
tion along the line of sight, such as in UX Ori-type stars
(e.g., Xiao et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012; Semkov and
Peneva, 2012). Tab. 1 does not include sources for which
extinction effects dominate the time variability (e.g., GM
Cep, V1184 Tau). Accretion and extinction changes of-
ten happen synchronously, suggesting that they are phys-
ically linked. The extinction can reach high values (e.g.,
Covey et al., 2011; Kóspál et al., 2011a). The variations are
likely due to obscuring structures lying close to the stars
(i.e., within a few tenths of an AU, Kóspál et al., 2013).
Interestingly, the objects in question can also be highly em-
bedded Class I objects, such as V2492 Cyg, and they can
display rich and variable emission-line spectra like EXors
(Aspin, 2011a). The intermediate-mass star PV Cep, origi-
nally classified as an EXor by Herbig, (1989) on the basis
of its large outburst in 1977–1979 (Cohen et al., 1981), de-
spite its mass, embeddedness and higher accretion rate than
typical EXors, also shows variability resulting from an in-
terplay between variable accretion and circumstellar extinc-
tion, hinting at a rapidly changing dust distribution close to
the star (Kun et al., 2011b; Lorenzetti et al., 2011; see also
Caratti o Garatti et al., 2013).
These new observations indicate that structural changes

often happen in the innermost part of the disk or circumstel-
lar matter, typically within 1AU, supporting the conclusion
that these changes are related to the outburst. It is remark-
able that all of the objects described above show EXor-like,
repetitive outbursts. This implies that whatever structural
change happens in the disk, it should be reversible on a
relatively short timescale, setting strong constraints on the
physical processes involved.

2.9. Multi-Wavelength Studies of Outbursts

Recent outbursts in classical EXors and in new eruptive
young stars triggered strong interest in obtaining detailed
follow-up observations at all possible wavelengths. We fo-
cus on three well-studied objects — the classical EXors EX
Lup and V1118 Ori, and the recently discovered V1647 Ori
— that reflect the diversity of outburst properties.
2.9.1. The prototype EXLupi. EX Lup is a young low-

mass (0.6M⊙) M0V star (Gras-Velázquez and Ray, 2005),
with a quiescent Lbol = 0.7 L⊙. Its disk has a mass of
0.025M⊙, with an inner hole within 0.2–0.3 AU, and an
outer radius of 150AU (Sipos et al., 2009). There is no hint
of any envelope. This prototype of the EXor class shows
small amplitude variations in quiescence, but has displayed
several outbursts (Lehmann et al., 1995; Herbig et al.,
2001; Herbig, 2007) during which the photospheric spec-
trum is veiled by a hot continuum, the equivalent widths
of the optical emission lines decrease, inverse PCygni ab-
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Outbursts from close stellar encounters 

¨  Will have the highest impact 
on system evolution and 
planet formation  
¤  disk truncation, shock heating, 

radial mixing… 
¤  orbital migration (Reipurth

+2014, PPVI) 

¨  Signature: quasi–synchronous 
outbursts (Forgan & Rice+10) 
¤  Secondary : captured  

material 
¤  Primary : disk readjustment  
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Figure 5. Long-term evolution of the accretion rates for the primary and
secondary in Simulation 1. The black line denotes total mass accretion, the
blue line indicates the primary accretion and the red line indicates secondary
accretion.

The primary’s accretion curve consists of a steady increase to
values of ∼10−5 M⊙ yr−1 as the secondary leaves the disc, with a
rise time of order ∼10 yr. This is followed by a slow decay with
time-scales in excess of 300 yr. The accretion curves of the subse-
quent simulations discussed share some or all of these characteristic
features.

It should again be noted that these simulations are subject to
numerical viscosity in their inner regions, preventing mass build
up. Some theories suggest that this pile up is crucial to activat-
ing magneto-rotational instability (MRI), which causes the outburst
(Armitage et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009). The artificially high viscos-
ity in the inner regions can be thought of as acting like MRI, which
activates at the ‘wrong’ temperatures, facilitating mass accretion
without pile up, and hence underestimating accretion rates during
the outburst. These simulations can then be thought of as presenting
the lower bounds of the accretion rate (in the limit where MRI is
overactive).

The tidal interactions between the disc and secondary cause
the secondary to be captured on an eccentric orbit: this facilitates
study of the repetition of this outburst event over several orbits.
Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the accretion rate over three periastra
passages; it can be seen that the magnitude of the outburst reduces
significantly with each passage. The ability of the secondary to
strip mass from the outer disc diminishes with each passage, par-
tially due to the depletion of the outer disc itself, as well as the
secondary disc’s influence in regulating mass flow. Without mass
stripping, the secondary cannot accrete, and the disc is not obliged
to significantly readjust its mass distribution, preventing the pri-
mary accretion event. This would suggest that these outbursts are
not easily repeatable.

3.2 Simulation 2 – close periastron

Can repeatability be attained by reducing the secondary perias-
tron? It is not unreasonable to assume that a closer approach allows
the secondary to accrete from a more plentiful mass supply, po-
tentially improving its ability to create repeatable outbursts. The
secondary reaches periastron at t ∼ 1155 yr, resulting in the first
spike in Fig. 6. Feature (ii) is less prominent, as the secondary
passes through weaker spiral structure in the inner regions. Again,
the peak accretion rate occurs when the secondary disc begins its
infall [feature (iii)], giving a similar order of magnitude increase in
accretion rate as Simulation 1.

Figure 6. Accretion rates for the primary and secondary in Simulation 2.
The black line denotes total mass accretion, the blue line indicates the
primary accretion and the red line indicates secondary accretion.

The second encounter is of similar magnitude, with an accretion
peak at t ∼ 1691 yr. Note that the accretion rate peak is smoother
than the first: the spiral structure in the primary disc has been almost
completely erased, so the secondary sees a smooth distribution of
mass along its trajectory. Also, the secondary disc can maintain its
shape during the encounter, reducing the infall on to the secondary.
These facts combined eliminate the possibility of seeing features
(ii) and (iii) in the second peak: all that remains is the smooth com-
ponent [feature (i)]. However, this magnitude of outburst cannot be
maintained through subsequent orbits, decaying in similar fashion
to Simulation 1. Repeatability therefore seems to be limited for
outbursts of this type.

3.3 Simulation 3 – a more massive disc

As the important factor is enhanced accretion, will adding more
mass to the disc result in a larger accretion event? The results of
Simulation 3 (where the disc is double the mass of Simulation 1)
indicate some important differences (Fig. 7). The disc’s lack of
m > 2 spiral modes compared to the lower mass disc (see Fig. 1)
prevents feature (ii) from being presented here. Periastron occurs at
t ∼ 1284 yr, where no significant accretion peak can be seen. The
peak accretion rate is again seen when secondary disc infall occurs
at t ∼ 1338 yr. Overall, the features of this outburst event are similar
in magnitude and duration to those seen in the simulations with a less
massive disc, in particular the peak accretion rate of the secondary

Figure 7. Accretion rates for the primary and secondary in Simulation 3.
The black line denotes total mass accretion, the blue line indicates the
primary accretion and the red line indicates secondary accretion.

C⃝ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 402, 1349–1356

Forgan & Rice 2010 

Periastron ~ 25 au, Md = 0.01M¤  
M1 = 0.5M¤, M2 = 0.1M¤ 

1352 D. Forgan and K. Rice

Figure 2. Images of the Simulation 1 disc before, during and after the
encounter (dot–dashed line).

(ii) t ∼ 1256 yr – the secondary reaches periastron. The disc’s
temperature also peaks at this time.

(iii) t ∼ 1279 yr – the secondary reaches its peak accretion rate.
The matter that forms the secondary disc (located in the outer tidal
tail generated at the location of the secondary) is in the process of

Figure 3. Accretion rates for the primary and secondary in Simulation 1.
The black line denotes total mass accretion, the blue line indicates the
primary accretion and the red line indicates secondary accretion.

Figure 4. Accretion luminosities for the primary and secondary (and disc
luminosity) in Simulation 1. The black line denotes total luminosity, the
blue line indicates the primary accretion, the red line indicates secondary
accretion and the green line indicates the disc luminosity.

infall on to its new parent star, not taking a well-defined spheroidal
shape until it has begun to exit the disc. The disc’s luminosity has
returned to near pre-encounter levels.

(iv) t ∼ 1352 yr – the secondary begins its egress from the pri-
mary disc, and its gravitational influence diminishes. The primary
disc must now begin readjustment – an increase in outward angular
momentum transport gives a corresponding increase in inward mass
flux, boosting the primary’s accretion rate. The rate has a rise time
of approximately 25 yr.

(v) t > 1352 yr – the luminosities decay with time-scales of
hundreds of years.

It must be emphasized that there are two separate accretion events,
with distinct characteristics: the secondary’s accretion undergoes
enhancement for a period of around 150 yr, reaching a maximum
accretion rate of 5 × 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 at periastron. Its accretion rate
curve is a superposition of three characteristic features.

(i) A smooth symmetric curve, width approximately 110 yr. This
is linked to the secondary’s passage through the smooth component
of the disc.

(ii) A series of small spikes, widths of 1 yr or less. These are
due to the secondary’s passage through overdensities caused by the
disc’s spiral structure.

(iii) A major spike, width approximately 10 yr. This is caused by
the formation of the secondary disc.

C⃝ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 402, 1349–1356



Jet obs: Periodic Outbursts !  

•  Giant bowshocks : 800 yr 
•  H2 Jet knots: 80 yr 
•  ALMA SiO knots: 1 yr   
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HH7-11 atomic flow (i ~ 16°) 
 SVS13A 
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Figure 4. Difference frame of the 100 mas scale images taken in 2011 and
2013. The cross-correlation box for the most distant shock front is indicated.
The insert shows the inner (youngest) bubble and the subtraction residuals of
SVS 13 in different flux scaling. The scaling is such that bright pixels in the
frame show more flux in 2011 than in 2013. All three shock fronts, therefore,
show the signature of expansion with the dark (2013) features farther away from
SVS 13 than the bright (2011) features.

magnified images and each of the individual 2013 November
22 images. The average of this product in a box centered on
the S(1) bubble feature image varies smoothly with the expan-
sion factor for each of these pairs and the maximum of this
one-dimensional correlation function was simply read from the
table of cross-correlation values. We show the cross-correlation
functions of the 2012 and 2013 high-resolution images in
Figure 5 to illustrate the variations due to noise and decon-
volution noise amplification, and to document how the errors of
this measurement were obtained.

The expansion factor so determined was then converted to a
kinematic expansion age of 32 yr (prior to 2012), i.e., kinematic
starting time of the expansion in 1980, which gives the upper
limit to the true age of the bubble assuming that the bubble
has been expanding at constant velocity. Since, realistically, the
bubble is expanding into the dense environment of a molecular
core, the true age of this youngest bubble will be smaller
than the kinematic expansion age and is, therefore, consistent
with this expanding bubble having been generated in the 1990
photometric outburst of SVS 13 that will be discussed in secion
4.4. In 2012, the apex of the bubble was located 654 mas from
the star. The front end of the bubble, therefore, has moved
with an average projected angular velocity of 20 mas yr−1

(4.7 AU yr−1 = 22.3 km s−1 at 235 pc distance) away from the
star. Similarly, in 2012, the bubble had a radius of 212 mas and
an average radial proper motion of 6.6 mas yr−1 (1.55 AU yr−1 =
7.35 km s−1). The proper motion of the bubble center is,
therefore, the proper motion of the leading shock front minus
the radial expansion: 13.4 mas yr−1 ≈ 15 km s−1.

In order to also obtain an estimate of the kinematic age of the
next two more distant bubbles, we used data cubes obtained in

Figure 5. 10 individual cross-correlation results between individual 2012 and
2013 images taken with the OSIRIS 20 mas spaxel scale. The horizontal axis is
the expansion factor of the 2012 data to match the 2013 data, and the vertical
axis is the average of the product of the two frames, i.e., the cross-correlation
function. The expansion starting dates corresponding to the expansion factors
are also indicated. The error bars indicate the 1σ error of the mean scaling factor.
The mean value corresponds to a kinematic start of the expansion in 1980, an
early limit to the true starting date since the expanding bubble will realistically
be decelerated.

2011 August 21 on Keck II with the 100 mas scale, and similar
measurements obtained on 2013 November 22 on Keck I. The
difference of these two images is shown in Figure 4. The only
shock front where a clear maximum of this correlation function
was detected in these 100 mas data was the most distant of the
three, indicated by a box in Figure 4, separated from the star by
2.′′87 in 2011. For this bow shock front, we derive a kinematic
formation time of 1919 ± 7 and a linear projected proper motion
of 31 mas yr−1. We have not obtained a reliable kinematic age
for the middle shock-excited feature at ≈1.′′5 from the star,
between those two features discussed above (Figure 4). The
fact that this rather poorly defined system of shock fronts lies
pretty precisely in the middle of the 1980 and 1919 (kinematic
formation time) features suggests that this feature must have
formed, again in the kinematic sense without accounting for
deceleration, around 1950. If there is a regular pattern to the
formation of these bubbles, which, with only three examples,
cannot be convincingly established yet, the next outburst could
be expected within the next decade.

It should be noted, as was already pointed out by Khanzadyan
et al. (2003) that the proper motion of the major shock fronts in
the older parts of the SVS 13 outflow indicate a much longer time
interval between shock front generating events: about 500 yr.
It is not clear whether SVS 13 exhibits multiple periods, or
whether the frequency of ejection events has recently increased.
An argument for the latter point of view may be that the outflow
direction has apparently changed in the past century, as we will
discuss now.

As demonstrated by Figure 1, the two previous bubbles are
located more toward the SE of SVS 13 and, for example, Davis
et al. (2006) chose P.A. 159◦ as the best slit orientation to cover
them. The larger chain of HH objects 7 to 11 is oriented along
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that our data are presented in the correct parity and orientation
on the sky.

The precise scale ratio of the nominal 50 mas (used in 2011)
and 20 mas (used in 2012 and 2013) spaxel scales of OSIRIS
was measured on setup data cubes obtained in 2008 while
observing the ≈0.′′25 separation binary σ Orionis (Hodapp et al.
2009). By averaging the component separation measured in each
continuum data cube plane within ±0.1 µm of 2.122 µm, a
ratio of 2.4534 ± 0.0005 between the two spaxel scales was
measured. This value deviates by about 1% from the nominal
scale ratio of 2.5. It should be noted that these deviations from
the nominal spaxel scale ratios and the, even smaller, errors
of this measurement are much smaller than the astrometric
effects of shock-front motion and expansion discussed later
in this paper.

3.3. Lucy–Richardson Deconvolution

The continuum images near the emission line features show
nothing but the unresolved stellar object SVS 13. They are thus
suitable as a PSF kernel for deconvolution of the individual
(wavelength) cube planes. The deconvolution was done with
the Lucy–Richardson algorithm (Richardson 1972) and (Lucy
1974), as implemented in the IRAF STSDAS package. How
fast the Lucy–Richardson algorithm converges depends on the
signal-to-noise ratio in the frame. We tried out different numbers
of iterations and chi-square criteria and chose a combination
that leads to a significant improvement in the spatial resolution
without creating obvious artifacts. Working with the original
data without continuum subtraction led to strong artifacts in
the wings of the overwhelmingly bright stellar source. For
the deconvolution of faint emission features well-separated
from SVS 13, we have therefore worked from the continuum-
subtracted data. For the purpose of the gray-scale and RGB
representations of the images, we have computed a “high-
dynamic-range” version of the image by adding the deconvolved
continuum-subtracted image and a small fraction of the image
flux of the original deconvolved image, effectively creating an
image where the continuum source is strongly suppressed, but
still indicated in the image. Figure 3 shows the S(1) image
from 2011 in grayscale, and false color representations of the
deconvolved “high-dynamic-range” 2012 and 2013 data in the
H2 S(1) line (red), [Fe ii] 1.644 µm (green) and continuum
(blue). Fiducial marks are included to illustrate the expansion
of the S(1) bubble over the course of those 2 yr.

3.4. Spectral Resolution and Wavelength Recalibration

The OSIRIS FRP extracts the data from the raw two-
dimensional detector frame and forms a spectral data cube with
0.2 nm spacing in the H band (fourth grating order) and 0.25 nm
in the K band (third grating order). The OH airglow lines in the
bandpass of the Hn3 and Kn2 filters give us an opportunity to
check the wavelength calibration and to measure the spectral
resolution In particular, the OH(5,3)R1(2) line at 1.644216 µm
is very close to the wavelength of the [Fe ii] 1.644 µm line. For
the analysis of the [Fe ii] line emission, the uniformly distributed
OH emission was eliminated by adjusting the spatial median of
the flux in the image to zero. In contrast, for the wavelength
calibration, the original data were used and the flux in the OH
line was measured. To account for continuum stray light, a
continuum subtraction using the same continuum as for the
[Fe ii] line extraction was used. The individual OH airglow
lines were measured by summing up the flux of 400 pixels

Figure 3. SVS 13 bubble in 2011, 2012, and 2013. False color images composed
of the deconvolved and continuum-subtracted H2 S(1) image (red channel) and
the continuum-subtracted [Fe ii] emission line image from 2012 November 4.
All three images are aligned to better than 1 mas, even though the deconvolution
residuals in the continuum-subtracted images do not align precisely. To mark
the position of the continuum source SVS 13, the blue channel shows 10%
of the continuum near the [Fe ii] line. A few fiducial marks indicate positions
of the bubble rim in 2012. The comparison of these marks to the images taken
earlier and later clearly indicated the expansion motion of the bubble.

without detectable object flux, and measuring the position and
width of the OH airglow lines in the resulting one-dimensional
spectrum using the IRAF task SPLOT. We used the vacuum
wavelengths of OH lines given by Rousselot et al. (2000) and
found that the wavelength calibration provided by the OSIRIS
reduction pipeline required a slight correction in zero point and
dispersion, of order 0.01 nm. After this correction, the individual
OH line positions have residual wavelength errors of 0.008 nm,
about a factor of two larger than the fit residuals given by our
wavelength reference, Rousselot et al. (2000). The OH airglow
lines are, in reality, close doublets with line spacing well below
the resolution of OSIRIS. The measured FWHM of the OH
lines was 0.44 ± 0.06 nm in the Hn3 filter, and 0.61 ± 0.06 nm
in the Kn2 filter, a little more than two wavelength planes in
the OSIRIS data cubes. Near the [Fe ii] line at 1.644 µm, one
wavelength interval of the data cube corresponds to 37 km s−1 in
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TABLE 1
7 mm Continuum Sources

Source

Positiona

(D Config.)bSn

(mJy)
(B Config.)cSn

(mJy) Counterpartda(J2000) d(J2000)

VLA 7 . . . . . . . . 03 28 55.56 !31 14 37.1 10.0 ! 0.5 … IRAS 2A
VLA 10 . . . . . . 03 28 57.37 !31 14 15.9 5.2 ! 0.3 … IRAS 2B
VLA 2 . . . . . . . . 03 29 01.962 !31 15 38.15 9.0 ! 1.0 10.3 ! 1.2 MMS 3
VLA 17 . . . . . . 03 29 03.072 !31 15 51.86 8.5 ! 0.5 6.6 ! 0.6 MMS 2 (SVS 13B)
VLA 4A . . . . . . 03 29 03.735 !31 16 03.95 10.8 ! 0.6e 1.6 ! 0.5 SVS 13
VLA 4B . . . . . . 03 29 03.759 !31 16 03.94 10.8 ! 0.6e 4.3 ! 0.5 MMS 1

Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arc-
minutes, and arcseconds.

a Positions given are from the B configuration data (absolute positional error is estimated to be 0!.05), except for
VLA 7 and VLA 10, which are from the D configuration data (absolute positional error is estimated to be 0!.2).

b Flux density from the D configuration data.
c Flux density from the B configuration data.
d See Rodrı́guez et al. (1999) and references therein for a discussion on the sources VLA 7, VLA 10, VLA

2, and VLA 17 and their counterparts. See text for a discussion on VLA 4A and VLA 4B.
e Total flux density of VLA 4A!VLA 4B. The angular resolution in this configuration cannot separate the

emission of each component, although VLA 4B is likely the dominant one.

Fig. 1.—(a) VLA map (A configuration) at 3.6 cm of SVS 13, revealing that it is a binary radio source, with component VLA 4A having a similar flux density as component
VLA 4B (Anglada et al. 2000). Contour levels are "3, 3, 4, 5, and 6 times the rms noise of 14 mJy beam"1. (b) VLA map (B configuration) at 7 mm (this Letter). Contour
levels are "3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 times the rms noise of 0.3 mJy beam"1. The plus signs in this map mark the positions of the 3.6 cm sources. Note that most of the flux
density at this wavelength comes from the VLA 4B component. The half-power contour of the synthesized beam is shown in the lower left corner of each panel.

NGC 1333: VLA 2 (MMS 3), VLA 7 (IRAS 2A), VLA 10 (IRAS
2B), and VLA 17 (MMS 2).

2. OBSERVATIONS

The observations were carried out at 7 mm using the VLA
of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)8 in the
D and B configurations. The D configuration observations were
carried out during 2000 September 7 using two phase centers,
one near SVS 13 [at the position ,h m sa p 03 29 03.57 d p
!31"16" 02!.8 (J2000)] and a second near the source IRAS 2 [at
the position , (J2000)]. Forh m s ′a p 03 28 56.14 d p !31"14 31!.2
all observations, an effective bandwidth of 100 MHz with two
circular polarizations was employed. The absolute amplitude cal-
ibrator was 1331!305 (adopted flux density of 1.45 Jy), and the
phase calibrator was 0336!323, with a bootstrapped flux density
of Jy. The data were edited and calibrated using the2.1! 0.1

8 NRAO is a facility of the National Science Foundation operated under
cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.

software package Astronomical Image Processing System
(AIPS) of NRAO. Cleaned maps were obtained using the task
IMAGR of AIPS and natural weighting. The resulting synthe-
sized beam size was with , and we2!.0# 1!.6 P.A. p "24"
achieved an rms noise of ∼0.3 mJy beam"1. We detected a total
of five sources, whose positions, flux densities, and counterparts
are given in Table 1.
In order to obtain higher angular resolution data of the SVS 13

field, we carried out B configuration observations during 2001
April 20, May 4, and May 20. The array had then 23 antennas
operating at 7 mm. We observed only the SVS 13 field, using the
same phase center and setup as for the D configuration obser-
vations. The absolute calibrator was 1331!305 (adopted flux den-
sity of 1.45 Jy) and the phase calibrator was 0336!323, with a
bootstrapped flux density of Jy. Because of poor2.8! 0.3
weather conditions on April 20 and May 20, only the May 4 data
were used. Data were processed using AIPS, and cleaned maps
were obtained using natural weighting. The resulting synthesized
beam size was with , and we achieved0!.18# 0!.16 P.A. p "65"
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u  PdBI maps at ~ 0.3’’-0.8’’ in cont, CO, SiO, SO 
u  Even well-studied systems like SVS13A still hold 

hidden secrets !  
u It drives not just 1, but 2 or even 3 distinct jets 
u It may harbor a 3rd tighter component at < 30 au 

u  Its outsanding outflow properties are profoundly 
affected by multiplicity (wiggling, outbursts, 
apparently large rotation) 

u  It provides the first direct evidence for outburst 
triggering by close stellar encounters 



C. Lefèvre et al.: CALYPSO view of SVS13 A

Fig. A.1. Revised proper motions of VLA4A and VLA4B. This figure
is identical to Fig. 2 of CG08 with additional data. Reference positions
are 03:29:03.732 31:16:03.974 (J2000) for VLA4A, and 03:29:03.7566
31:16:04.000 (J2000) for VLA4B. Dotted gray lines display CG08
proper motions based on their measurements (gray points). Solid blue
lines are our best linear fit to all VLA radio data including the positions
of Tobin et al. (2016). Vertical blue dashed lines identify the weighted
date of CALYPSO observations (2012.43).

Table A.1. Previous and revised proper motions.

CG081 This work
Source µ↵cos� µ� µ↵cos� µ�

mas yr�1 mas yr�1 mas yr�1 mas yr�1

NGC1333VLA 9 ± 1 –9 ± 1
VLA 4A 6 ± 3 –4 ± 4 8.6 ± 1 –9.1 ± 1
VLA 4B 7 ± 3 –13 ± 4 7.4 ± 1 –10.0 ± 1

VLA 4A+B 6.5 ± 3 –8.5 ± 4 8.0 ± 0.7 –9.6 ± 0.7

References.

(1) Carrasco-González et al. (2008).

Appendix A: Revised proper motions

Published proper motions for VLA4A and VLA4B were ob-
tained by Carrasco-González et al. (2008, hereafter CG08) from
3.6 cm observations covering the period 1989-2000. Figure A.1
shows that they do not extrapolate exactly to more re-
cent 8�10 mm positions of Tobin et al. (2016), which have
a stronger contribution from circumstellar dust making them
more relevant for comparison with 1.4 mm CALYPSO data.
Figure A.1 shows no evidence for di↵ering proper motions
between 3.6 cm (pure free-free emission) and �  10 mm
where dust contributes. Indeed, the position of the 3.6 cm
and 7 mm observations are in agreement within 20 mas (as
shown by Anglada et al. 2004), which is fully compatible with
the PdBI astrometric precision. We therefore computed re-
vised proper motions by a linear fit to all VLA radio data
(see Fig. A.1). The new values agree better with the aver-
age proper motion of VLA sources in the NGC1333 region
(see Table A.1). We deduced the positions at CALYPSO epoch
(2012.43) to be: (03:29:03.7416, +31:16:03.812) for VLA4A
and (03:29:03.7648, +31:16:03.834) for VLA4B (J2000). Using

Fig. B.1. Channel maps of CO, SiO and SO at VLSR = �92.15 km s�1

(blue contours) with the positions of the [FeII] jet (green segment), H2
inner bubble, arcs and vertical linear feature (in red) from HC14 super-
imposed. The NIR source was assumed to be either VLA4A (top row)
or VLA4B (bottom row). The latter is unambiguously favored.

only data at � 10 mm for proper motions would not signifi-
cantly change our results.

Appendix B: Source of the NIR continuum and jet

As noted by HC14, the NIR position measured by 2MASS in
1999 better agrees with VLA4B than VLA4A (Fig. A.1), hence
VLA4B is the source of the '1990 outburst. Assuming that the
dominant source in the NIR remained the same in 2011�2013
as in 1999, HC14 concluded that VLA4B was also the source of
the [FeII] jet and H2 outflow features (reproduced and sketched
in Fig. C.1). However, given the intrinsic variability of young
stars and the fact that VLA4B is in decline phase, one cannot
totally exclude VLA4A as the dominant NIR source in 2012.
Our CALYPSO data have su�cient angular resolution, sensi-
tivity, and astrometric quality provides and independent way of
checking this. This test is shown in Fig. B.1 on a single channel
map. The morphology of the CO, SiO, and SO emission shows
a systematic shift from H2 features when the NIR source is reg-
istered on VLA4A (top row of Fig. B.1), whereas they match
very well when the NIR source is registered on VLA4B (bottom
row of Fig. B.1). This good match is also seen in other individ-
ual channel maps in Appendix D, and in the integrated velocity
ranges in Fig. 2. Implications are discussed in Sect. 3.2.

Appendix C: Wiggling models for the CO/H2 jet

We computed simple ballistic models of CO/H2 jet wiggling in
three scenarios : (1) orbital motion of VLA4B as the CO jet
source, (2) orbital motion of a (so far unseen) companion of
VLA4B as the CO jet source, (3) precessing jet from VLA4B.
We used the equations of Masciadri & Raga (2002), where we
added projection e↵ects at small view angles. We explored a grid
of parameters to find the smallest mean �2 deviation from the H2
linear feature, the apex of arc (b), and the EHV SiO peak ahead
of arc (c) (see Fig. C.1). The CO EHV jet at 400 to 600 was not
used as a constraint in the �2, as numerical simulations show
increased deviations from ballistic trajectories beyond the first
wiggle wavelength (Masciadri & Raga 2002), but it was used to
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of Tobin et al. (2016). Vertical blue dashed lines identify the weighted
date of CALYPSO observations (2012.43).
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shows that they do not extrapolate exactly to more re-
cent 8�10 mm positions of Tobin et al. (2016), which have
a stronger contribution from circumstellar dust making them
more relevant for comparison with 1.4 mm CALYPSO data.
Figure A.1 shows no evidence for di↵ering proper motions
between 3.6 cm (pure free-free emission) and �  10 mm
where dust contributes. Indeed, the position of the 3.6 cm
and 7 mm observations are in agreement within 20 mas (as
shown by Anglada et al. 2004), which is fully compatible with
the PdBI astrometric precision. We therefore computed re-
vised proper motions by a linear fit to all VLA radio data
(see Fig. A.1). The new values agree better with the aver-
age proper motion of VLA sources in the NGC1333 region
(see Table A.1). We deduced the positions at CALYPSO epoch
(2012.43) to be: (03:29:03.7416, +31:16:03.812) for VLA4A
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imposed. The NIR source was assumed to be either VLA4A (top row)
or VLA4B (bottom row). The latter is unambiguously favored.
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Appendix B: Source of the NIR continuum and jet

As noted by HC14, the NIR position measured by 2MASS in
1999 better agrees with VLA4B than VLA4A (Fig. A.1), hence
VLA4B is the source of the '1990 outburst. Assuming that the
dominant source in the NIR remained the same in 2011�2013
as in 1999, HC14 concluded that VLA4B was also the source of
the [FeII] jet and H2 outflow features (reproduced and sketched
in Fig. C.1). However, given the intrinsic variability of young
stars and the fact that VLA4B is in decline phase, one cannot
totally exclude VLA4A as the dominant NIR source in 2012.
Our CALYPSO data have su�cient angular resolution, sensi-
tivity, and astrometric quality provides and independent way of
checking this. This test is shown in Fig. B.1 on a single channel
map. The morphology of the CO, SiO, and SO emission shows
a systematic shift from H2 features when the NIR source is reg-
istered on VLA4A (top row of Fig. B.1), whereas they match
very well when the NIR source is registered on VLA4B (bottom
row of Fig. B.1). This good match is also seen in other individ-
ual channel maps in Appendix D, and in the integrated velocity
ranges in Fig. 2. Implications are discussed in Sect. 3.2.

Appendix C: Wiggling models for the CO/H2 jet

We computed simple ballistic models of CO/H2 jet wiggling in
three scenarios : (1) orbital motion of VLA4B as the CO jet
source, (2) orbital motion of a (so far unseen) companion of
VLA4B as the CO jet source, (3) precessing jet from VLA4B.
We used the equations of Masciadri & Raga (2002), where we
added projection e↵ects at small view angles. We explored a grid
of parameters to find the smallest mean �2 deviation from the H2
linear feature, the apex of arc (b), and the EHV SiO peak ahead
of arc (c) (see Fig. C.1). The CO EHV jet at 400 to 600 was not
used as a constraint in the �2, as numerical simulations show
increased deviations from ballistic trajectories beyond the first
wiggle wavelength (Masciadri & Raga 2002), but it was used to
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Fig. 1.CO J=2–1 line intensity around HH7–11, integrated in extremely-high-velocity (EHV) intervals of 104 km s−1 width. The LSR velocity

intervals are given in the top left corners. Contours are 1.4, 2.8, 4.2 Jy beam−1 km s−1, and then increase by 2.8 Jy beam−1 km s−1 step. Crosses

mark the positions of VLA sources (Rodrı́guez et al. 1997, 1999), and of SVS 13 and SVS 13B (Bachiller et al. 1998). The arrow indicates

the direction of the SVS 13B molecular outflow, and filled squares mark the positions of HH objects. The dotted line shows the limits of the

observed region. The clean beam is also indicated.

Fig. 2. CO J=2–1 intensity integrated in the standard-high-velocity (SHV) intervals which are indicated in the top left corner (velocities with

respect to the LSR). Contours and symbols are as in Fig. 1.

3. Results

The interferometric CO J=2–1 images of the HH7–11 vicinity

are complex, reflecting the source crowding in the area. In or-

der to summarize our results, we have divided the high-velocity

emission into a limited number of velocity intervals. The most

extreme velocities are presented in Fig. 1. Following Bachiller

& Cernicharo (1990) we will refer to this component as the “ex-

tremely high velocity” (EHV) component, whereas the “stan-

dard high velocity” (SHV) component will designate the emis-

sion at lower velocities shown in Fig. 2. There is some emission

at intermediate velocities exhibiting an intermediate behavior

as compared to the maps discussed here.

3.1. EHV emission: the origin of HH7–11

The EHV emission (Fig. 1) reveals an extended blueshifted

structure,∼25′′ long in the southeast direction from SVS 13, in

good agreement with previous lower resolution maps (Bachiller

& Cernicharo 1990, Masson et al. 1990). This jet-like feature

consists of three well aligned clumps (“molecular bullets”) and

emanates exactly from the position of SVS 13. As can be seen in

the right panel of Fig. 1, the EHV redshifted emission reveals a

small clump (marked “R” in the figure),∼15′′ to the northwest

from SVS 13. This bullet is well aligned with the blueshifted

jet and is therefore likely to trace the redshifted, weaker lobe.

The lower resolution maps already showed that the EHV red-
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structure,∼25′′ long in the southeast direction from SVS 13, in

good agreement with previous lower resolution maps (Bachiller
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consists of three well aligned clumps (“molecular bullets”) and

emanates exactly from the position of SVS 13. As can be seen in
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small clump (marked “R” in the figure),∼15′′ to the northwest
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External outburst triggering in SVS13A 

u  Paired CO bullets and HH knots  
è  synchronous outbursts in twin jets  
è  First direct evidence for external triggering !  

u  Outburst period ~ 300 yr: consistent with VLA 
4A-4B close encounters  
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Fig. 5. Wide field CO maps of the SVS 13A outflow corrected from
primary beam attenuation, in three velocity ranges: blue: EHV (�150
to �68 km s�1), green: IHV (�68 to �28 km s�1), red: Sred (+10 to
+40 km s�1). The three arrows show the directions of the three jets: to
HH11 (PA = 133�, pink), the wiggling H2/CO jet (PA = 155± 10�,
solid and dashed blue lines) and the third jet suggested by ve-
locity sign reversal (PA ' 0�, gray). The pink cross shows the
SiO/SO knot X at –28 km s�1. Pink contours show HH11 extension
(Noriega-Crespo & Garnavich 2001). Dotted black contours outline
the EHV Bullet 2 as mapped by B00. Dashed segment shows where
Chen et al. (2016) reported possible rotation. VLA4A/4B are indicated
as yellow crosses.

Second, we find that EHV CO “bullets” are not younger but co-
eval with HH7–11 knots. We note a close pairing in distance
between HH11 and CO Bullet 2 (see Fig. 5), and between HH10
and the third CO Bullet at '2500 (Fig. 1 of B00). Likewise, the
knot X lies right next to a striking local broadening of the EHV
CO jet, that may signal a nascent CO bullet. Since the two jets
have similar projected extents, and also similar proper motions:
26�52 km s�1 for HH10-HH11 (Noriega-Crespo & Garnavich
2001, scaled to 235 pc), 35 km s�1 for the H2 arc (HC14) we
are forced to conclude that HH7-11 knots and CO bullets trace
quasi-simultaneous recurrent events occurring in two di↵erent
directions (in projection), that is two distinct jets from two dis-
tinct sources. Their jet orientations di↵er only by 9� in 3D3.

We also report tentative evidence for a third jet from
SVS 13A. As shown by the dark gray curve in Fig. 5, a curved
chain of red-shifted knots is present in the blue outflow lobe, and
a symmetric blue-shifted chain in the northern red lobe. Such a
velocity sign reversal is not expected for outflow rotation about
the VLA4B jet axis4. Hence, it might trace a third jet at PA' 0�.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The CALYPSO view reveals the coexistence of at least two, and
possibly three distinct jets from SVS13 A = VLA4A/4B: (1) a

3 i' 20� for the CO jet, i' 16� for HH11 (Noriega-Crespo &
Garnavich 2001, scaled to 235 pc) and �PA ' 20� yield �✓(3D)= 9�.
4 It requires a ratio of rotation to poloidal speeds V�/Vp > 1/ tan(i) ' 3,
unlike current MHD wind models (Casse & Ferreira 2000).

wiggling CO/H2 jet of mean PA ' 155�, confirmed to originate
from the vicinity of VLA4B (as suggested by HC14); (2) the
HH7–11 chain, quasi-synchronous with CO jet bullets but in a
di↵erent PA ' 130�140�; (3) a tentative jet at PA' 0�. In line
with this, SVS13A is found to host two, and up to three possible
jet sources: VLA4A (where we find 0.01 M� of dusty material
within 50 au, and hot corino emission), the NIR source VLA4B,
and a putative 20–30 au stellar companion VLA4Bc, if CO and
SiO jet wiggling is due to orbital motion.

The close pairing we uncover between major ejection
episodes in the “twin” CO and HH7-11 jets implies a common
external trigger, making SVS13 A a strong case for the role of
stellar encounters in accretion and ejection bursts in young stars
(Reipurth et al. 2014; Audard et al. 2014). Based on the event
period P' 300 yr (bullet projected separation '1000), we pro-
pose that synchronous disk instabilities are triggered by close
perihelion approach of VLA4A in an eccentric orbit around
VLA4B. Kepler’s third law yields an orbit semi-major axis
a ' 45 (Mtot/M�)1/3(P/300 yr)2/3 au, consistent with this sce-
nario. No small-scale jet being currently visible from VLA4A,
the origin of HH7–11 remains ambiguous. It could be episod-
ically launched from VLA4A at periastron passage, and the
CO jet from VLA4B; or the HH7–11 and CO jets could both
arise from the putative 20�30 au close binary VLA4B/4Bc, with
VLA4A acting merely as external destabilizing agent, and pos-
sibly driving the third jet at PA' 0�. Searches for the tentative
companion are needed to pin-point the source of each jet in
this complex system. In either scenario, SVS 13A is launching
the twin CO and HH7-11 jets from quasi-coplanar disks3 sepa-
rated by 20�70 au, making it highly reminiscent of L1551-IRS5
(Lim & Takakuwa 2006).
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Fig. 1. Top: 1.4 mm continuum maps of SVS13 A using A configuration
(left) and A+C (right). Contours start at 3� and 10� respectively, and
increase by 10�. Crosses show the positions of VLA4B and VLA4A,
corrected for our proper motions (Appendix A). The synthesized beam
is plotted in the bottom left corner. Bottom: residuals after removal of a
point source fit to the A config. uv-data at the position of VLA4A. The
color scale is in mJy/beam.

system VLA4A/B, marginally resolved by our longest baselines.
To estimate the flux of each component, we computed updated
proper motions including the latest data of Tobin et al. (2016)
and deduced accurate positions at the time of the CALYPSO
observations (Appendix A). By fitting source models at these
positions to the A and A+C uv-data, we find that VLA4B is
extended, while VLA4A can be reproduced by an unresolved
component alone (radius <0.200 ' 50 au) of flux '40± 10 mJy
(where error bars include position and calibration uncertainties).
The free-free contamination of VLA4A at 1.4 mm, extrapolat-
ing the 3.6�1 cm fluxes of Anglada et al. (2000) and Tobin et al.
(2016), is only '1.5 mJy. Hence, we find that VLA4A har-
bors compact circumstellar dust, suggestive of a disk of ra-
dius <50 au, unlike previously believed (Anglada et al. 2004).
Assuming optically thin emission from compact disk or in-
ner envelope, and using Eqs. (1) and (2) of Motte & André
(2001) with L? = 28 L� (from Herschel 70 µm, André et al.
2010), we estimate an inner circumstellar mass of '0.01 M�
(Tdust ⇠ 40�100 K at 50 au, with uncertainties of a factor
three mostly from dust emissivity). Interestingly, complex or-
ganic molecules (COMs) from the hot corino of SVS13A (e.g.
López-Sepulcre et al. 2015; De Simone et al. 2017) peak on or
close to VLA4A (see Fig. 2 and Belloche et al., in prep.), con-
firming VLA4A has dense circumstellar material. Residuals af-
ter removing the point source on VLA4A (Fig. 1, bottom row)
show dust emission extended on scales of at least ⇠200 peaking
on VLA4B (total flux ⇠200± 25 mJy, free-free contamination
< 10 mJy). This component may be reproduced by the inner parts
of a larger circumbinary envelope (with details to be developed
in Maury et al., in prep.).

3.2. Origin and kinematics of the blueshifted molecular jet

The left column of Fig. 2 shows that the extremely-high velocity
(hereafter EHV) blueshifted (with respect to Vsys = 8.5 km s�1)
CO jet found by B00 is resolved into a series of knots, also de-
tected in SiO and SO. It also reveals an excellent correspondence
with the H2 outflow features of HC14 – namely a small circular
“bubble” (denoted (a)), two H2 arcs (denoted (b) and (c)), and a

Fig. 2. Maps of CO, SiO and SO integrated over three VLSR ranges:
EHV = –150 to –68 km s�1, IHV= –68 to –28 km s�1, SHV= –28 to
�3 km s�1. Red and black crosses denote VLA4B and VLA4A, respec-
tively. The compact emission peaked on VLA4A is entirely due to
COMs (identified in Figs. D.2 and D.3). The bottom right panel shows
Fig. 4 of HC14 registered on VLA4B. Their main H2 features are out-
lined in white (cf. text and expanded view in Fig. C.1). They are reported
in red in the other panels. The black line displays PA = 155� (B00).

fainter “linear feature” joining (a) and (b) – when these features
are registered on VLA4B (see Fig. 2). In contrast, a systematic
shift appears if they are registered on VLA4A (see Appendix B).
Hence, the CALYPSO data unambiguously identify VLA4B as
the base of the small-scale CO /H2 jet from SVS 13A, and hence
confirming previous assumption2 by HC14 that VLA4B was
the near-infrared (NIR) source in their observations. The spatial
agreement between tracers with very di↵erent excitation condi-
tions (2000 K for H2, less than a few 100 K for CALYPSO) im-
plies emission in shock fronts with strong temperature gradients
below our angular resolution. CALYPSO data thus reveal the
kinematics of H2 features at unprecedented spectral resolution
(apart from bubble (a) that is strongly beam diluted).

Position-velocity (PV) diagrams along the mean jet axis
(PA = 155�, B00) are shown in Fig. 3, and individual channel
maps in Appendix D. The EHV jet velocity fluctuates strongly
with distance. Along the linear H2 feature it shows appar-
ent deceleration from VLSR ' �100 km s�1 near bubble (a)
to �75 ± 5 km s�1 at arc (b), then increases again to �90 ±
3 km s�1 at arc (c). Combined with the arc (c) proper motion of
31.4 mas/yr= 35 km s�1 (HC14) we infer an inclination i' 20�
for this feature, similar to the center of the inner bubble (i' 18�,
HC14). The jet velocity further increases beyond arc (c) up to
–115 km s�1 at 400 and oscillates between –115 and –90 km s�1

on larger scale (see Fig. 3). No redshifted EHV counterjet is de-
tected, as noted by B00.

The intermediate and standard high-velocity ranges (IHV,
SHV) show an apparent accelerating pattern from '–20 km s�1

near the source to �70 km s�1 at arc (b) (Fig. 3). CALYPSO maps
in this velocity range (Fig. 2) reveal U-shaped cavities opening
away from the source in CO, and broad extended wings behind
arcs (b) and (c) in SiO and SO, suggestive of material entrained
by jet bowshocks.

2 Based on non-simultaneous 2MASS astrometry from 1999.
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CO and SiO Jet wiggling  

¨  coherent wiggling pattern in 
CO and SiO  
¤ Mean PA = 155° 
¤ Δθ ~ 10° 
¤ wavelength ~ 3’’ (700 au)  
è deprojected P ~ 100 yrs  
too short for orbit with VLA4A 
è 3rd source ? 

C. Lefèvre et al.: CALYPSO view of SVS13 A

Fig. 3. PV diagrams along PA = 155�. Dashed lines indicate the ref-
erence position (VLA 4B) and the systemic velocity Vsys = 8.5 km s�1

(from SO). Contours start at 3� with steps of 14� for SiO(5–4), 7� for
SO(65�54) and 21� for CO(2–1). The color scale displays the inten-
sity in K. Vertical dotted lines indicate the position of the H2 features
of HC14 as labeled in Fig. 2. Red and black crosses show velocities for
which the molecules peak on arcs (b) and (c), respectively. The orange
arrows indicate contamination by complex organic molecules (COMs).

3.3. Jet wiggling and limits on jet rotation

Figure 4 shows a slightly enlarged region of the blueshifted jet in
CO and SiO. It reveals that the S-shaped morphology seen in H2
(HC14) is part of a coherent wiggling pattern traced in SiO and
CO out to 5�600, with a (projected) half-amplitude ↵obs ' 10� and
wavelength �obs ' 300 (700 au), shorter than the 8.500suggested by
Chen et al. (2016). We show in Fig. 4 that this pattern is very
well reproduced by simple models of circular orbital motion or
jet precession of period '100 yr (see Appendix C for details). In
the orbital scenario, a separation of 70 au (i.e. VLA4A) would
imply, through Kepler’s third law, a total mass Mtot ' 7�35 M�
(for eccentricity e = 0.8�0), which is excluded. A realistic
Mtot < 4 M� would thus require a (so far unseen) closer com-
panion 20–32 au from VLA4B, making SVS13A a hierarchical
triple. Its non-detection in NIR images (HC14) implies it would
be substantially fainter than VLA4B. Alternatively, CO jet wig-
gling could be due to jet precession, with the physical cause re-
maining unclear: rigid disk precession induced by a planetary
mass body at 0.5 au, or non-rigid precession of a larger disk, for
which models are still lacking (see Appendix C). Both the orbit-
ing and precessing jet models originating from VLA4B repro-
duce the [FeII] micro-jet observed by HC14 within 0.300, while
if the CO jet originates from a companion to VLA4B, the trun-
cation of the [FeII] jet might be explained by jet collision near
the H2 bubble center (see zoom in Fig. C.1).

We stress that the combination of CO jet wiggling and
velocity variability creates transverse velocity gradients, that
could be mistaken for jet rotation at low angular resolution. A
likely example is the gradient reported by Chen et al. (2016)
across “Bullet 2”, the EHV CO bullet located '1000 further south
(see Fig. 5): its lateral extent (±2.500) matches precisely the

Fig. 4. Left panels: centroid velocity (color) and integrated intensity
(contours) in CO(2–1) EHV a) and SiO(5–4) EHV+IHV c). Best
fit wiggling models are overplotted in red, orange, and green (see
Appendix C for details). Right panels: transverse PV diagrams of
CO(2–1) b) and SiO(5–4) d) at the three distances indicated in each
sub-panel, and perpendicular to mean PA = 155�. Red lines are visual
cues.
extrapolation of small-scale wiggling (↵obs ' 10�) and its veloc-
ity range (VLSR ' –105 to –90 km s�1) is typical of radial velocity
fluctuations along the inner EHV jet (Sect. 3.2). To constrain the
level of rotation in the EHV jet with minimal confusion from
wiggling, we present in Fig. 4 transverse PV cuts in CO and
SiO within 1.800 of the source. No consistent transverse gradi-
ent is found at our resolution. The jet radius 0.400 and veloc-
ity width <10 km s�1, corrected for an inclination of 20�, set a
conservative upper limit to the specific angular momentum of
1500 au km s�1, four times smaller than in Chen et al. (2016).
If the jet is steady, axisymmetric, and magneto-centrifugally
accelerated to 100 km s�1 from a Keplerian disk, the launch ra-
dius would be < 4 au⇥ (M?/M�)1/3 (Anderson et al. 2003).

3.4. Evidence for multiple jets and origin of HH7–11

B00 noted that the CO EHV jet at PA' 155� lies in a markedly
di↵erent direction from the chain of optical Herbig-Haro (here-
after HH) objects HH7-11, at PA' 130�, and interpreted it as
a recent change of ejection direction in a single jet. Below we
argue that these two flows are actually driven by two distinct
sources. First, ejection along HH7-11 still seems active: Fig. 4c
reveals an unresolved SiO knot of unknown origin (�15� in both
SiO and SO, and denoted “knot X” hereafter) at a smaller PA and
much lower radial velocity (�33 km s�1 < VLSR < �20 km s�1)
than the local EHV CO jet. These properties are more typi-
cal of H2 emission toward the wings of HH10–11 (Davis et al.
2000, 2001), suggesting a new event in the HH chain. A faint
hint of EHV CO towards HH11 is also seen closer in Fig. 5.
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Jet wiggling: Precession or orbital ?  

Orbital motion of jet source: 
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-  S-type symmetry 
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Fig. C.1. Figure 4 of HC14 registered on VLA4B, with their main H2
features outlined in dashed white: inner “bubble” (denoted (a)), outer
arcs (denoted (b) and (c)), and the fainter “linear feature” joining (a)
and (b). A cross denotes the SiO EHV peak ahead of arc (c). Coloured
curves show our best wiggling models in three scenarios (see Table C.1
for details). Predicted companion positions in the orbital models are
displayed by filled circles of same color. The [FeII] jet from VLA4B
(cf. HC14) is shown as a short black segment.

constrain the wiggling period. Given the complex “loop” e↵ects
at small view angle, the temporal variation of jet velocity could
not be inverted separately from the trajectory like for edge-on
systems. Since a global inversion procedure lies well beyond the
scope of this Letter, we approximated the CO jet velocity vari-
ations by a simple piece-wise model, with Vjet = VLSR � Vsys =

�98.5 km s�1 out to '300, and Vjet = �123.5 km s�1 from 4 to 600,
based on Fig. 3 and discussion in Sect. 3.2. To restrict parame-
ter space, we fixed i = 20� and considered only circular orbits
perpendicular to the jet axis (for the orbital case).

We could find a good match to the observed H2/CO jet wig-
gling in each of the three scenarios. Our best models are plotted
in Fig. C.1 on top of the H2 jet features from Fig. 4 of HC14,
and in Fig. 4 on top of the CO and SiO EHV integrated maps.
The good match, despite our simplifying assumptions, suggests
that they should not be too far from the actual solution. The cor-
responding parameters are listed in Table C.1.

We checked a posteriori if the [Fe II] micro-jet extend-
ing 0.300 from VLA4B at PA= 145� (HC14, black segment in
Fig. C.1) is consistent with our models. We find that our jet mod-
els arising from VLA4B automatically reproduce it to within
a few degrees (green and orange in Fig. C.1, where we took
Vjet = �148.5 km s�1 within 0.300, cf. HC14). Alternatively,
when the H2/CO jet comes from a companion, our best model
(see red curve in Fig. C.1) intersects in projection the [FeII] jet
near the center of inner H2 bubble (a). Both the H2 bubble and
the sudden disappearance of the [Fe II] jet might then result from
jet collision. In conclusion, the [Fe II] jet coming from VLA4B
appears consistent with all three scenarios.

Table C.1. Best models for i = 20� and inferred source properties.

Scenario 1 2 3
Plotting color Orange Red Green
Wiggling cause Orbital Orbital Precession
CO jet source VLA4B Companion VLA4B
[FeII] jet source VLA4B VLA4B VLA4B

Wiggling model parameters (bold face are imposed)
Orbit/precession sense Counterclockwise
Mean jet PA (±2�) 152� 155� 154�

Projected half-angle 10� 10� 10�

Orbital period ⌧o (yr) 92 94
Orbital velocity Vo (km s�1) 5.8 5.8 1.2

Orbital radius ro (au) 18 18
PA to companion (±3�) 249 69 –
Precession period ⌧p (yr) 116
Deprojected half-angle � 3.5�

Inferred binary parametersa,b (bold face are imposed)
a (au) 20–32 20–26

c  0.5
Mtot (M�) 1�4 1–2 0.1–2
MCOjet (M�) 0.1�1.8 0.1�0.6 0.1–2

M2 (M�) 0.9�2.2 0.9�1.4 0.01�0.03

Notes.

(a) inferred from Mtot = a3/⌧2
o and µ = M2/Mtot = ro/a; (b) in Sce-

nario 3, assume rigid disk precession obeying Eq. (1) of Terquem et al.
(1999) with disk radius R/a ' 1/3 and Vo = 2⇡ro/⌧o  1.2 km s�1 (jet
orbital spreading <2�). However, non-rigid disk precession induced by
VLA4A is not excluded. (c) upper value suggested by our model fit.

Orbital models of CO jet wiggling clearly require a closer
(so far unseen) companion to VLA4B than VLA4A. A sep-
aration of 70 au (i.e., VLA4A) with an orbital period '93 yr
would imply a total mass Mtot ' 7�35 M� (for eccentricity
e = 0.8�0) that is clearly excluded. This directly stems from
Kepler’s third law Mtot/M� = (a/au)3 (⌧o/yr)�2 with a semi-
major axis a�D/(1 + e). The second part of Table C.1 lists
the constraints on binary separation and individual masses for a
more realistic Mtot < 4 M� (compatible with the observed lumi-
nosity) and a minimum CO jet source mass MCOjet � 0.1 M�. A
companion separation 20–32 au is needed, and the CO jet source
would be the less massive. The predicted companion positions
are shown in Fig. C.1.

If CO jet wiggling is instead due to jet precession, the cur-
rent popular interpretation proposed by Terquem et al. (1999)
is that it results from inner disk precession induced by a com-
panion on an inclined orbit. In the case of rigid precession of
a uniform disk, truncated at R' a/3, Eq. (1) of Terquem et al.
(1999) relates the precession period ⌧p to the orbital pe-
riod as ⌧o = 0.1⌧pµ/

p
1 � µ with µ=M2/Mtot. For a realistic

CO jet source mass 0.1MCOjet/M�  2, with orbital velocity
Vo  1.2km s�1 (orbital wiggles  2�) we infer a planet-mass
companion at 0.5 au (see Table C.1). However, a disk truncated
at 0.15 au seems unlikely to produce a bright CO jet. The con-
dition for rigid precession (Terquem et al. 1999) translates here
as (R/au)3/2 < (H/0.01R)(⌧p/100yr)(MCOjet/M�)1/2, with H the
scale height. Hence, non-rigid precession of a larger disk in-
duced e.g. by VLA4A cannot be excluded, by lack of predictions
in this regime.
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Disk Precession?  

¨  Rigid disk precession induced by 
inclined companion (Terquem 
1999) ?  

¤  For Rd ≈ a/3 (truncation) 
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perturbation. The radial surface current associated with
is! "(B " B )f, t f, t

c c!K p " B p zB cos b. (3)r f, t Z2p 2p

Interaction of this with gives an azimuthal force on theK Br z

disk and results in the magnetic braking torque (per unit area)
, analogous to equation2 2 2T p "zrB /(2p) p "zrB cos b/(2p)z z Z

(1). Unlike the unperturbed disk, however, the “extrenal” field
now has a f-component, , and the in-B B p B sin b cos fZ f Z

teraction of with gives rise to a vertical force (per unitK Br f

area)

1 2F p zB sin b cos b cos f. (4)z Z2p

This vertical force can also be seen as arising from the im-
balance of magnetic stresses above and below the disk plane:

in the upper disk plane, while! ! "B p B ! B B p B "f f f, t f f

in the lower disk plane, and thus! " 2B F p [(B ) "f, t z f

. Obviously, averaging the force over the azimuthal! 2(B ) ]/(8p)f

angle, , gives zero. But since is un-2pAF S p (1/2p) F df F∫0z z z

evenly distributed along the ring, it gives rise to a net torque
on the ring. Averaging over f, the torque per unit area is

1 2 ˆAT S p " zrB cos b sin bywarp Z4p

1 2 ˆˆ ˆp " zrB cos b[Z" (Z · l)]. (5)Z4p

Clearly, this torque tends to pull the vector away froml̂(r)
“external” magnetic field direction . This is the magneticallyB̂Z

driven warping instability: for small tilt, the angle b tends to
grow (in the absence of other forces) at the rate

2zBZG p , (6)warp 4pSrQd

where S is the surface density and is the angular velocityQd

of the disk. In a hypothetical situation, if had a fixed di-BZ

rection for all b, and if there were no coupling between different
rings, the vector would evolve toward being perpendicularl̂(r)
to , i.e., the plane of the disk (ring) would prefer to lie alongBZ

the “external” magnetic field (cf. Lai 1999).
In the perturbed disk, the azimuthal surface current K !f

(for small b) also interacts!K p (c/2p)B p (c/2p)B tan vF R Z

with the “external” field , which can be decomposed intoBZ

. The interactionˆˆˆB p B cos bz! B sin b(sin fr! cos ff)Z Z Z

between and gives a radial force, as in equationK B p B cos bf z Z

(2). For the perturbed disk ( ), a new vertical force arisesb ( 0
from the interaction between and :K B p B sin b sin ff r Z

1
F p " K B sin b sin f. (7)z f Zc

This force is also equal to , where" 2 ! 2[(B ) " (B ) ]/(8p)r r

. Again, , but the net!B p B sin b sin f ! B tan v AF S p 0r Z Z z

torque is nonzero. Averaging over f, we find the torque per
unit area

1 1 ˆˆˆAT S p " K B r sin bx p " K B rZ! l. (8)prec f z f z2c 2c

Clearly, the effect of this torque is to make the ring (at radius
r) precess around the Z-axis (the unperturbed disk normal vec-
tor). The angular frequency of the magnetically driven pre-
cession is

2K B B tan vf Z Zˆ ˆQ p " Z p " Z. (9)prec 2cSrQ 4pSrQd d

The negative sign implies that the precession is retrograde, i.e.,
opposite to the disk rotation.

4. DISCUSSION

To get an idea on the warping and precession timescales
associated with equations (6) and (9), we note the disk angular
momentum equation (for an unwarped disks) can be written as

d 12 2SV (Q R ) p " zRB ! T , (10)R d Z viscdR 2p

where is the radial velocity and is the viscous torque. IfV TR visc
we set and use , we2 3 1/2T p ( f" 1)("zRB /2p) Q ! (GM/R )visc Z d

find

z VRG p FQ F p " . (11)warp prectan v 4fR

For typical parameters ( ), the warping time-z ∼ tan v ∼ f ∼ 1
scale and precession period are of order the disk infall time

.R/FV FR
It is important to note that the magnetically driven disk warp-

ing and precession discussed in § 3 are secular effects that
operate on timescales much longer than the disk dynamical
time. In deriving equations (6) and (9), we have implicitly
assumed that the perturbed disk (see Fig. 2) reaches a new
steady state so that the magnetic field behaves in a similar way
as in the unperturbed disk (e.g., ). These effects!B p #zBf, t z

are not captured in a dynamical perturbation analysis of the
disk. Clearly, our derivation of the magnetically driven warping
and precession is far from being rigorous. Nevertheless, it sug-
gests that the warped, precessing disk-outflow may be an al-
ternative (and preferred) state for the accretion disk threaded
by large-scale magnetic fields.
The effects of magnetically driven warping and precession

discussed in this Letter are analogous to the similar effects that
exist in the accretion disks around magnetic stars (Lai 1999;
Shirakawa & Lai 2002a, 2002b; see also Aly 1980; Lipunov
& Shakura 1980). In those systems, the central star provides
the “external” magnetic field for the disk. The warping and
precessional torques arise from the interaction between the sur-
face current on the disk and the horizontal magnetic field (par-
allel to the disk) produced by the stellar magnetic dipole. Here,
in the absence of the central magnetic star, the “external” mag-
netic field (for the warped region of the disk) is generated by
the other currents in the disk-outflow system, and we have
argued that similar torques exist: the warping torque relies on
the surface current generated by the twisting of the vertical
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Fig. C.1. Figure 4 of HC14 registered on VLA4B, with their main H2
features outlined in dashed white: inner “bubble” (denoted (a)), outer
arcs (denoted (b) and (c)), and the fainter “linear feature” joining (a)
and (b). A cross denotes the SiO EHV peak ahead of arc (c). Coloured
curves show our best wiggling models in three scenarios (see Table C.1
for details). Predicted companion positions in the orbital models are
displayed by filled circles of same color. The [FeII] jet from VLA4B
(cf. HC14) is shown as a short black segment.

constrain the wiggling period. Given the complex “loop” e↵ects
at small view angle, the temporal variation of jet velocity could
not be inverted separately from the trajectory like for edge-on
systems. Since a global inversion procedure lies well beyond the
scope of this Letter, we approximated the CO jet velocity vari-
ations by a simple piece-wise model, with Vjet = VLSR � Vsys =

�98.5 km s�1 out to '300, and Vjet = �123.5 km s�1 from 4 to 600,
based on Fig. 3 and discussion in Sect. 3.2. To restrict parame-
ter space, we fixed i = 20� and considered only circular orbits
perpendicular to the jet axis (for the orbital case).

We could find a good match to the observed H2/CO jet wig-
gling in each of the three scenarios. Our best models are plotted
in Fig. C.1 on top of the H2 jet features from Fig. 4 of HC14,
and in Fig. 4 on top of the CO and SiO EHV integrated maps.
The good match, despite our simplifying assumptions, suggests
that they should not be too far from the actual solution. The cor-
responding parameters are listed in Table C.1.

We checked a posteriori if the [Fe II] micro-jet extend-
ing 0.300 from VLA4B at PA= 145� (HC14, black segment in
Fig. C.1) is consistent with our models. We find that our jet mod-
els arising from VLA4B automatically reproduce it to within
a few degrees (green and orange in Fig. C.1, where we took
Vjet = �148.5 km s�1 within 0.300, cf. HC14). Alternatively,
when the H2/CO jet comes from a companion, our best model
(see red curve in Fig. C.1) intersects in projection the [FeII] jet
near the center of inner H2 bubble (a). Both the H2 bubble and
the sudden disappearance of the [Fe II] jet might then result from
jet collision. In conclusion, the [Fe II] jet coming from VLA4B
appears consistent with all three scenarios.

Table C.1. Best models for i = 20� and inferred source properties.

Scenario 1 2 3
Plotting color Orange Red Green
Wiggling cause Orbital Orbital Precession
CO jet source VLA4B Companion VLA4B
[FeII] jet source VLA4B VLA4B VLA4B

Wiggling model parameters (bold face are imposed)
Orbit/precession sense Counterclockwise
Mean jet PA (±2�) 152� 155� 154�

Projected half-angle 10� 10� 10�

Orbital period ⌧o (yr) 92 94
Orbital velocity Vo (km s�1) 5.8 5.8 1.2

Orbital radius ro (au) 18 18
PA to companion (±3�) 249 69 –
Precession period ⌧p (yr) 116
Deprojected half-angle � 3.5�

Inferred binary parametersa,b (bold face are imposed)
a (au) 20–32 20–26

c  0.5
Mtot (M�) 1�4 1–2 0.1–2
MCOjet (M�) 0.1�1.8 0.1�0.6 0.1–2

M2 (M�) 0.9�2.2 0.9�1.4 0.01�0.03

Notes.

(a) inferred from Mtot = a3/⌧2
o and µ = M2/Mtot = ro/a; (b) in Sce-

nario 3, assume rigid disk precession obeying Eq. (1) of Terquem et al.
(1999) with disk radius R/a ' 1/3 and Vo = 2⇡ro/⌧o  1.2 km s�1 (jet
orbital spreading <2�). However, non-rigid disk precession induced by
VLA4A is not excluded. (c) upper value suggested by our model fit.

Orbital models of CO jet wiggling clearly require a closer
(so far unseen) companion to VLA4B than VLA4A. A sep-
aration of 70 au (i.e., VLA4A) with an orbital period '93 yr
would imply a total mass Mtot ' 7�35 M� (for eccentricity
e = 0.8�0) that is clearly excluded. This directly stems from
Kepler’s third law Mtot/M� = (a/au)3 (⌧o/yr)�2 with a semi-
major axis a�D/(1 + e). The second part of Table C.1 lists
the constraints on binary separation and individual masses for a
more realistic Mtot < 4 M� (compatible with the observed lumi-
nosity) and a minimum CO jet source mass MCOjet � 0.1 M�. A
companion separation 20–32 au is needed, and the CO jet source
would be the less massive. The predicted companion positions
are shown in Fig. C.1.

If CO jet wiggling is instead due to jet precession, the cur-
rent popular interpretation proposed by Terquem et al. (1999)
is that it results from inner disk precession induced by a com-
panion on an inclined orbit. In the case of rigid precession of
a uniform disk, truncated at R' a/3, Eq. (1) of Terquem et al.
(1999) relates the precession period ⌧p to the orbital pe-
riod as ⌧o = 0.1⌧pµ/

p
1 � µ with µ=M2/Mtot. For a realistic

CO jet source mass 0.1MCOjet/M�  2, with orbital velocity
Vo  1.2km s�1 (orbital wiggles  2�) we infer a planet-mass
companion at 0.5 au (see Table C.1). However, a disk truncated
at 0.15 au seems unlikely to produce a bright CO jet. The con-
dition for rigid precession (Terquem et al. 1999) translates here
as (R/au)3/2 < (H/0.01R)(⌧p/100yr)(MCOjet/M�)1/2, with H the
scale height. Hence, non-rigid precession of a larger disk in-
duced e.g. by VLA4A cannot be excluded, by lack of predictions
in this regime.
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Fig. C.1. Figure 4 of HC14 registered on VLA4B, with their main H2
features outlined in dashed white: inner “bubble” (denoted (a)), outer
arcs (denoted (b) and (c)), and the fainter “linear feature” joining (a)
and (b). A cross denotes the SiO EHV peak ahead of arc (c). Coloured
curves show our best wiggling models in three scenarios (see Table C.1
for details). Predicted companion positions in the orbital models are
displayed by filled circles of same color. The [FeII] jet from VLA4B
(cf. HC14) is shown as a short black segment.

constrain the wiggling period. Given the complex “loop” e↵ects
at small view angle, the temporal variation of jet velocity could
not be inverted separately from the trajectory like for edge-on
systems. Since a global inversion procedure lies well beyond the
scope of this Letter, we approximated the CO jet velocity vari-
ations by a simple piece-wise model, with Vjet = VLSR � Vsys =

�98.5 km s�1 out to '300, and Vjet = �123.5 km s�1 from 4 to 600,
based on Fig. 3 and discussion in Sect. 3.2. To restrict parame-
ter space, we fixed i = 20� and considered only circular orbits
perpendicular to the jet axis (for the orbital case).

We could find a good match to the observed H2/CO jet wig-
gling in each of the three scenarios. Our best models are plotted
in Fig. C.1 on top of the H2 jet features from Fig. 4 of HC14,
and in Fig. 4 on top of the CO and SiO EHV integrated maps.
The good match, despite our simplifying assumptions, suggests
that they should not be too far from the actual solution. The cor-
responding parameters are listed in Table C.1.

We checked a posteriori if the [Fe II] micro-jet extend-
ing 0.300 from VLA4B at PA= 145� (HC14, black segment in
Fig. C.1) is consistent with our models. We find that our jet mod-
els arising from VLA4B automatically reproduce it to within
a few degrees (green and orange in Fig. C.1, where we took
Vjet = �148.5 km s�1 within 0.300, cf. HC14). Alternatively,
when the H2/CO jet comes from a companion, our best model
(see red curve in Fig. C.1) intersects in projection the [FeII] jet
near the center of inner H2 bubble (a). Both the H2 bubble and
the sudden disappearance of the [Fe II] jet might then result from
jet collision. In conclusion, the [Fe II] jet coming from VLA4B
appears consistent with all three scenarios.

Table C.1. Best models for i = 20� and inferred source properties.

Scenario 1 2 3
Plotting color Orange Red Green
Wiggling cause Orbital Orbital Precession
CO jet source VLA4B Companion VLA4B
[FeII] jet source VLA4B VLA4B VLA4B

Wiggling model parameters (bold face are imposed)
Orbit/precession sense Counterclockwise
Mean jet PA (±2�) 152� 155� 154�

Projected half-angle 10� 10� 10�

Orbital period ⌧o (yr) 92 94
Orbital velocity Vo (km s�1) 5.8 5.8 1.2

Orbital radius ro (au) 18 18
PA to companion (±3�) 249 69 –
Precession period ⌧p (yr) 116
Deprojected half-angle � 3.5�

Inferred binary parametersa,b (bold face are imposed)
a (au) 20–32 20–26

c  0.5
Mtot (M�) 1�4 1–2 0.1–2
MCOjet (M�) 0.1�1.8 0.1�0.6 0.1–2

M2 (M�) 0.9�2.2 0.9�1.4 0.01�0.03

Notes.

(a) inferred from Mtot = a3/⌧2
o and µ = M2/Mtot = ro/a; (b) in Sce-

nario 3, assume rigid disk precession obeying Eq. (1) of Terquem et al.
(1999) with disk radius R/a ' 1/3 and Vo = 2⇡ro/⌧o  1.2 km s�1 (jet
orbital spreading <2�). However, non-rigid disk precession induced by
VLA4A is not excluded. (c) upper value suggested by our model fit.

Orbital models of CO jet wiggling clearly require a closer
(so far unseen) companion to VLA4B than VLA4A. A sep-
aration of 70 au (i.e., VLA4A) with an orbital period '93 yr
would imply a total mass Mtot ' 7�35 M� (for eccentricity
e = 0.8�0) that is clearly excluded. This directly stems from
Kepler’s third law Mtot/M� = (a/au)3 (⌧o/yr)�2 with a semi-
major axis a�D/(1 + e). The second part of Table C.1 lists
the constraints on binary separation and individual masses for a
more realistic Mtot < 4 M� (compatible with the observed lumi-
nosity) and a minimum CO jet source mass MCOjet � 0.1 M�. A
companion separation 20–32 au is needed, and the CO jet source
would be the less massive. The predicted companion positions
are shown in Fig. C.1.

If CO jet wiggling is instead due to jet precession, the cur-
rent popular interpretation proposed by Terquem et al. (1999)
is that it results from inner disk precession induced by a com-
panion on an inclined orbit. In the case of rigid precession of
a uniform disk, truncated at R' a/3, Eq. (1) of Terquem et al.
(1999) relates the precession period ⌧p to the orbital pe-
riod as ⌧o = 0.1⌧pµ/

p
1 � µ with µ=M2/Mtot. For a realistic

CO jet source mass 0.1MCOjet/M�  2, with orbital velocity
Vo  1.2km s�1 (orbital wiggles  2�) we infer a planet-mass
companion at 0.5 au (see Table C.1). However, a disk truncated
at 0.15 au seems unlikely to produce a bright CO jet. The con-
dition for rigid precession (Terquem et al. 1999) translates here
as (R/au)3/2 < (H/0.01R)(⌧p/100yr)(MCOjet/M�)1/2, with H the
scale height. Hence, non-rigid precession of a larger disk in-
duced e.g. by VLA4A cannot be excluded, by lack of predictions
in this regime.
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¨  Precession induced by MHD 
torques in wind-launching 
disk (Lai 2003) ? 
 
Ωp =  

τp = (2πr / Cs) / βmag 

 ≥ 100 yr (r/3 au)√(300K/T)  
 

è Would require tiny disk : tidal 
truncation by VLA4A (highly 
eccentric orbit) or by unseen 
companion ? 



A third jet from SVS13A ?  

¨  S-shaped reversed velocity sign in 
each lobe:  
¤  Blue in red (north) lobe 
¤  Red in blue (south) lobe  

¨  Rotation Unlikely  
¤  Reversal if Vφ / Vp > 1/tan(i) = 

3  
¤  unlike current MHD disk wind 

models 

¨  Third jet at PA ~ 0° ? 
¤  Favors triple system  
 

 



¤  Lshift ~ θ(wiggling) x distance 
¤ Vshift ~ Vjet variation with 

distance [-90,-110] km/s 

 è Apparent large rotation could be artefact of 
jet wiggling combined with velocity variability 

– 24 –

Fig. 3.— Position-velocity diagrams of the transversal cuts marked in Figure 2. Top panel:

Cut across the red bullet. Contours start at 84mJy beam�1 (⇠ 3�) and increase in steps

of 28mJy beam�1 (⇠ 1�). Bottom panel: Cut across the blue bullet 2. Contours start

at 108mJy beam�1 (⇠ 3�) and increase in steps of 72mJy beam�1 (⇠ 2�). The yellow

dashed line arrows show the velocity shift (V
shift

) and shift distance (L
shift

) between the blue

and red peaks. The rectangle in the bottom left of the two panels shows the velocity and

angular resolutions of the observations. The two black dashed lines mark the position of the

symmetry axis and radial mean velocity of the two bullets.

Chen et al. 2016 

Lshift 
Vshift 

Rotation in CO bullet or jet wiggling ? 

Chen et al. 2016 



Which source is driving which jet ?  

HH7-11 
CO jet 

N jet 

HH7-11 

CO jet 

N jet 

CO jet 
HH7-11 

N jet 
Scenario 1 

Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

A B 
C 

A 
B 

C 

A 
B 

C 

VLA4A is external trigger  
But twin outbursts could come  
from BC (when perturbed by A) 



Conclusions: Methodology 

u  mm-interferometry strong synergy with H2 AO studies 
(eg: Vrad vs. ppm è flow inclination)  

u  Jet wiggling on λ ~ arcsec is powerful to reveal 
close (< 30 au) binaries in embedded protostars 

u  disk precession also possible. But self-consistent 
modeling for short τp ~ 100 yr strongly needed !  

u  « Rotation » measurements in wiggling jets must be 
viewed with great caution, especially at low resolution 



Conclusions: SVS13A 

u  Even well-studied systems like SVS13A still hold 
hidden secrets !  
u It drives not just 1, but 2 or even 3 distinct jets 
u It may harbor a 3rd tighter component at < 30 au 

u  Its outsanding outflow properties are profoundly 
affected by multiplicity (wiggling, outbursts, 
apparently large rotation) 

u  It provides the first direct evidence for outburst 
triggering by close stellar encounters 



Conclusions: Outburst triggering 

u  Twin jets of SVS13A have quasi-synchronous major 
outbursts : first direct evidence of external trigger !  

u  P ~ 300 yr favors triggering by tidal perturbation at 
periastron of VLA4A-4B  

u  Highly reminiscent of twin jets in binary FUOr systems 
L1551-IRS5 and ZCMa  
u Similar orbital separation and Δθ(jets) 
u L1551-IRS5 is also triple (Lim=2006) 



Twin jets from L1551-IRS5 and ZCMa 

Pyo et al.  2009 

Class 1 FU Or, d=140 pc 
¤  50 au binary  
¤  Quasi-coplanar disks and jets  
¤  3rd source at 15 au (Lim

+2006) 
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Figure 1. Upper: an [Fe ii] narrowband filter (λc = 1.644 µm, ∆λ = 0.026 µm) image of the L1551 IRS 5 jets taken on 2002 November 27. Note that the emission
includes both the continuum and [Fe ii] line. Lower: the area covered by the present slit-scan observations is shown with a thick solid-line rectangle superimposed on
the contour version of the upper image. The continuum peak, PHK1, PHK2, and PHK3 (Knot D) are indicated. The red dotted lines trace the brightest parts of the
northern and southern jets. The thick plus sign marks the midpoint of the L1551 IRS 5 VLA sources (Campbell et al. 1988). The North is up and the East is left.

(Bachiller 1996). The HVC, on the other hand, consistently
shows a narrow line width (∼40 km s−1), is extended farther
away from IRS 5 VLA, and is dominated by intensity at PHK2,
a bright [Fe ii] knot that was located ∼ 4.′′7 away from IRS 5
VLA. However, the previous observations did not fully cover
the [Fe ii] emission region, and the morphology and kinematics
of the HVC and LVC, and their interrelation have remained
unclear—especially at PHK1, where the northern and southern
jets merge together spatially and the LVC is no longer separated
from the southern jet because both the two have a similar
velocity.

The presence of two velocity components in jet emissions is
an important clue to understanding the launching mechanism
of outflows from young stellar objects. Magnetocentrifugal ac-

celeration has been widely accepted as a promising explana-
tion for the launching mechanism of outflows from a young
star–disk system (see Königl & Pudritz 2000; Shu et al. 2000;
Pudritz et al. 2007; Shang et al. 2007). There are two popular
models based on this magnetocentrifugal mechanism: the “X-
wind model” (Shang et al. 2007) and the “disk-wind model”
(Pudritz et al. 2007). The X-wind model postulates that an out-
flow originates from a very narrow radial range of an accretion
disk near its inner edge, where the highly concentrated stellar
magnetic field interacts with the disk. The disk-wind model as-
sumes that an outflow is launched from the wider radial range
of an accretion disk. The terminal velocity of a magnetocen-
trifugally accelerated outflow scales with the Keplerian rotation
velocity at its launching radius (Königl & Pudritz 2000). Thus,
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Figure 1. Continuum-subtracted velocity channel maps of the Z CMa [Fe ii] 1.257 µm jet emission with the dashed lines delineating the P.A. of the jet structures.
Contour levels start at 1%–2% of the maximum and increase by factors of

√
2. The emission below S/N = 3 is masked. Jet A (P.A. ∼ 245◦) is revealed, the origin of

which is the Herbig Be star (H). This jet shows signs of possible precession (also see Figures 2 and 3) which explains why the chosen P.A. does not correspond exactly
to the jet axis (on the smallest scales). A lower velocity jet, Jet B at a P.A. of ∼235◦ is also seen. This jet extends to ∼0.′′4 and is clearly driven by the FUOR (F). Note
the position of knot K1 and the lower velocity emission associated with both jets. Panel (f) is a channel map extracted from an SINFONI observation obtained in 2008
December. Due to the smaller pixel scale and shorter integration time only Jet B was detected. It is included here as it confirms that the FUOR is the driver of Jet B.
K1 is also detected in the SINFONI data.

two jets driven by the Z CMa system. What is clear from these
observations is that the Herbig Be star is the driver of the parsec-
scale outflow (P.A. = 245◦) and that the FUOR is driving a 0.′′4
micro-jet at a P.A. of ∼235◦.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The multiple component FEL profiles observed by Poetzel
et al. (1989) combined with the subsequent conflicting detec-
tions of the Z CMa jet strongly suggested to us the presence
of more than one jet launched from within the Z CMa sys-
tem. With this in mind, we used the OH-Suppressing Infra-Red
Imaging Spectrograph (“OSIRIS”) to investigate the two jets
theory. OSIRIS is an integral field spectrometer (IFS) designed
to work with the laser guide star and adaptive optic (AO) sys-
tem on the W.M. Keck II telescope (Wizinowich et al. 2006).
It is a lenslet-based IFS which provides a spectral resolution
of 3800 (∼80 km s−1) from 1–2.5 µm and offers a range of
narrow and broadband filters of varying pixel scales and hence
fields of view (FOV; Larkin et al. 2003). The observations were
taken on the night of 2009 December 22 and in all cases the

long axis of the detector was set at a P.A. of 230◦. The AO sys-
tem was used in Natural Guide Star mode with Z CMa itself as
the guide star. As we wished to focus on observing the Z CMa
[Fe ii] 1.257 µm and 1.644 µm jet emission we used the Jbb
(1.18–1.416 µm), Hbb (1.47–1.8 µm), Jn2 (1.23–1.29 µm), and
Hn3 (1.59–1.68 µm) filters. The Jbb and Hbb were chosen with
the 20 mas pixel scale and the Jn2 and Hn3 with the 35 mas
scale. The data were reduced using the OSIRIS data reduction
pipeline which provides for the sky-subtraction, correction of
various artifacts and the extraction of the individual spectra into
a data cube. The cosmic-ray correction, continuum subtraction,
and mosaicing steps were done using specifically designed IDL
routines. For further details on these procedures please refer to
Agra-Amboage et al. (2009). Also note that the data have not
been flux calibrated at this stage. As the Hbb and Jn2 obser-
vations were found to be of lower signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
we present here the Jbb and Hn3 results. The FOV of the in-
dividual Jbb and Hn3 observations was 0.′′32 × 1.′′28 and 1.′′68
× 2.′′24, respectively. However, as the source was positioned
differently in each observation the mosaicing process increased
the respective FOVs to approximately 0.′′6 × 1.′′6 and 2.′′4 × 3.′′4.

Pyo et al.  2009 

L1551-IRS5 
[Fe II] + cont 

2’’ 

[FeII] Whelan+2010 

 see also Antoniucci+2016  

FU Or EX Or 

Class 2 FU Or + EX Or, d=1150 pc 
¤  115 au binary  
¤ Quasi-coplanar jets  
¤ Wiggling P ~ 4-40 yr ~ EX Or 

outburst è 3rd source ? 


